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With 6.3 million tickets sold, “Rabbit Without Ears” is the most successful German feature film of 2008 and one of the most popular German movies of all time.

The arrogant tabloid reporter Ludo Decker leads the perfect life. He has a cool job, is good-looking and when he wakes up in the morning, there is usually a beautiful woman lying next to him. The last thing he wants is a long-term relationship.

But when he goes too far trying to get a story, he is sentenced to 300 hours of community service in a kindergarten. Worse yet, the children’s teacher is Anna, whom Ludo had terrorized when they were kids in school together. That means he had better behave, or he will land behind bars...

Instead of reporting on celebrity pregnancies, drug scandals and charity galas, Ludo suddenly finds himself making Easter bunnies with a group of 5-year olds. Still hurt after all those years, Anna does everything she can to make his life miserable – even allowing his chaotic nephew Lollo to join the group. Soon, Ludo has had enough.

But before he can sneak away from his community service obligation, Ludo’s nephew is seriously injured. Together, he and Anna take Lollo to the hospital. Along the way, they discover sides of each other they had never seen. The two gradually become friends and share thoughts on men, women and their weird relationships. After Anna has a bad date experience, they spend the night together. Although the next morning they agree to just stay friends, that is easier said than done.
Anna falls heavily for Ludo, but his old playboy habits prevent him from recognizing true love. Just when Anna is finally ready to tell Ludo how she feels, she finds him together with another woman and the two have a huge fight. Realizing that Ludo cannot handle a real relationship, she breaks off all contact with him.

Anna meets a new man: the actor Juergen Vogel, who had once publicly ridiculed Ludo. Now stuck doing celebrity interviews, Ludo is stunned when he sees the couple together at a premiere. Caught completely off guard, something snaps in Ludo's head. Finally realizing that he is in love with Anna, he becomes determined to win her back – if it is not too late!

When Anna and Juergen take the kindergarten group to a theater festival, Ludo climbs into a silly animal costume in which he had once entertained the kids and sings a love song to Anna. Although the children throw their lunch boxes at Ludo, Anna cannot help but wipe a tear from her eye…